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BASED ON A SONG BY JOHN LENNON AND 
PAUL MCCARTNEY

STORY ADAPTATION BY
BILL MORRISON  

from the Screenplay by Lee Minoff,  
Al Brodax, Jack Mendelsohn and Erich Segal.  

With thanks to Roger McGough

ARTWORK ADAPTED BY 
BILL MORRISON  

from the design and artwork of Heinz Edelmann
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Once upon a time, or maybe twice, 
there was an Unearthly Paradise 

called Pepperland.

Eighty thousand leagues 
beneath the sea it lay... or lie. 

I’m not too sure. 
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But one thing I do know, the people of Pepperland 
were uncommonly happy. And why not? Their 
lives were overflowing with wonderful things…

For theirs was a land governed by the 
unusual notion that people ought to 
live in peace and harmony. And from 
this little idea, such beautiful things 
as music, joy, and love were born!



And these things grew 
in Pepperland… and 
they prospered… and 
the Pepperlandians 
believed their utopia 
would last forever!

Maybe even longer.



�e bonkers? 

clowns?

a�i-music 
mi�iles?

�e 
dreadful 

flying 
glove?

sna�ing 
turks? 
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�.

�.
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But paradise had an enemy… an evil tyrant who 
despised music, joy, love, and peace. His jealousy 
and hatred for Pepperland was enormous!

As he gathered his troops on a cliff overlooking the 
land, not one happy, peaceful soul down below had 
the faintest idea that they were about to meet their 
doom at the rather large, six-fingered hands of…

pe�er�nd is 
a tickle of joy on 

�e blue be�y of �e 
universe. it mu� be 
scratched. right, 

max? 

what?! we 
meanies only 

take � for an 
answer! is �at 
under��d, 

max? 

�at's 
be�er. are 

�e tr�ps in 
readine�? 

�, �ur 
bluene�!

�, �ur 
bluene�!

yes, �ur 
bluene�!

ah, you ’re nuts, the pair o ’ you. !

...�E BLUE
MEANIES!
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ah, �e desperate cries of 
i�oce� people…it’s music 
� my ears! and a� music 

mu� be silenced!

fire 
�e splotch 

bombs!

the meanies 
are coming! the 

meanies are 
coming!HELP!

sgt. 
pe�er’s band--

they’ve b�n 
silenced!

splendid! 
�day, pe�er-

�nd goes 
blue-ey! 

a�i-
music 

mi�ile--
away!

GET 
BACK!

FIRE!
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